We take the hassle out of importing into Bermuda..... we will get it for you!!

Step2 Adventure Lodge Play Center and Sandbox Combo - $1,998.00 delivered

Comes with the Naturally Playful Sandbox and the Naturally Playful Adventure Lodge Play Center with Glider.

Step2 Adventure Lodge Play Center with Glider and Sandbox Combo - $2,165.00 delivered

Comes with the Naturally Playful Sandbox and the Naturally Playful Adventure Lodge Play Center with Glider.
Step2 Naturally Playful® Adventure Lodge Play Center with Glider - $2,050.00 delivered

- Clubhouse includes two stories of climbing and hiding play space
- Sturdy ladder steps and 3/4 climbing wall with hanging climbing rope ladder lead to upper level and large 6' (1.83 m) slide
- Double-wall poly construction eliminates common swing set problems
- Natural textures and colors match common residential landscapes
- Swing and glider extensions include two strap swings, a two-person glider, and backboard hoop for ball toss (ball not included)
- Ground anchors secure the swing set to the ground (included)
- Maximum weight 75 lbs (34.1 kg) on each swing

Step2 Naturally Playful® Playhouse Climber & Swing Extension - $1,340.00 delivered

- Multi-sided climber features a 5.5' (1.68 m) slide
- Secret playhouse includes a fun half-door and crawl-through portals
- Includes 2 strap swings that are comfortable for your child
- Ground anchors secure the swing set to the ground (included)
- Maximum weight 250 lbs (113.6 kg) on climber; 75 lbs (34.1 kg) on each swing
- Assembles easily with minimal hardware
- This swingset is intended for home use and does not meet commercial playground requirements
Step2 Play Up Gym Set™ - $920.00

Treehouse shape, trendy design and fun colors fuel creative play

Two attached swings for hours of fun

Raised playhouse features high platform, steps for climbing, steering wheel and a fun slide for easy exit

Durable poly construction

Limit 4 children at a time, maximum weight 300 lbs (136.1 kg) total.

Adult assembly required

Intended for family and domestic use only

Step2 Clubhouse Climber - $1,195.00 delivered

Features a skylight, steering wheel, windows, and 2 slides

Climbing ladder and sure grip hand rails assists young climbers

Bridge connects to look-out tower with dual windows, rotating steering wheel, and slide exit

Hide-out area underneath to a crawl-thru tunnel

Maximum weight 240 lbs (109.1 kg)

Adult assembly required

Intended for family and domestic use only
Step2 Neighborhood Fun Center
- $825.00 delivered

Activity wall includes a hook and loop ball target, ring toss and crawl through rotating door
Snack table features a built-in counter top and two seats
Two fun entrances include a Dutch door and a doggy door
Includes 2 balls and 4 rings
Durable poly construction is built for years of play
Adult assembly required
Intended for family and domestic use only

Step2 Naturally Playful® Welcome Home Playhouse™ - $1,185.00 delivered

Classic style with 2 bay windows, peaked roof, skylight and welcome mat
Detailed interior features a kitchen with sink, range, table, storage cabinet, and play phone (phone design may vary)
Electronic doorbell makes realistic sounds (4 "AAA" batteries required, not included)
Playhouse interior 63" (1.6 m) tall
Door design may vary
Dining accessories not included
Adult assembly required
Step2 Naturally Playful® StoryBook Cottage
- $920.00 delivered

Decorative "thatched" roof and charming windows (one window includes working shutters)
Working doorbell
Drop-leaf table, kitchenette, pretend clock with movable hands, and play phone featured inside (phone design may vary)
Playhouse interior 56.25" (1.43 m) tall
Accessories sold separately
Requires 2 "AAA" batteries (not included)
Adult assembly required

Step2 Neat & Tidy Cottage™ - $430.00 delivered

Product features a molded-in floor which is a Mom favorite!
Open design provides easy view of children at play
Working doorbell, pass-through mailbox, and play phone (phone design may vary)
Molded-in kitchen table, faucet, burner and two seats
Working Dutch door and shutters
Playhouse interior 45" (1.14 m) tall
Durable, poly construction
Requires 2 "AAA" batteries (not included)
Step2 Neat & Tidy Cottage™ - Active Brights - $435.00 delivered

Product features a molded-in floor which is a Mom favorite!
Open design provides easy view of children at play
Electronic doorbell pass-through mailbox, and play phone (phone design may vary)
Faucet, burner, molded-in kitchen table, and 2 seats
Working Dutch door and shutters
Playhouse interior 45" (1.14 m) tall
Durable, poly construction
Requires 2 "AAA" batteries (not included)
Adult assembly required

Accessories not included

Step2 Sweetheart Playhouse - $855.00 delivered

Features a full size door, working shutters and decorative shingled roof with skylight
Includes an electronic doorbell (batteries not included) and a play phone (phone design may vary)
Range top flips over to become outside barbecue grill!
Playhouse interior 55.5" (1.41 m) tall
Assembles easily with minimal hardware (adult assembly required)
Accessories not included
Naturally Playful® Front Porch Playhouse  
- $875.00 delivered

Detailed interior includes a pass-through window, molded-in sink with swivel faucet, and stove top with clicking knob
Working Dutch door and side window with shutters
Decorative peaked roof has a skylight for a brighter interior
Electronic doorbell with chime, mail slot, and play phone (phone design may vary)
Adult assembly required, 2 "AAA" batteries not included

Naturally Playful® Woodland Climber™  
- $655.00 delivered

27" (68.6 cm) high platform
Chute-like slide and ladder with realistic wood grain
Climbing foot holds which lead to 2nd floor on both sides
Rotating steering wheel with four seasons design
Bottom area can be filled with sand for added fun
Maximum weight 240 lbs. (108.9 kg)
Minimal adult assembly
Play Up Double Slide Climber™ - $655.00 delivered

Large, two-tiered platform and two slides
Climbing wall and ladder with integrated hand holds assist toddlers when climbing
Unique, sophisticated, fun styling
Rotating steering wheel for added fun
45.5" (1.16 m) long blue slide and 36" (91.4 cm) long green slide
High orange platform approximately 27" (69.6 cm) high and low blue platform approximately 20" (50.8 cm) high
Durable poly construction
Maximum weight limit 180 lbs.
Minimal adult assembly required
Intended for family and domestic use only

Step2 Naturally Playful® Cottage Combo - $2,130.00 delivered

Includes the Naturally Playful Climber and swing extension, Naturally Playful Storybook Cottage and the Naturally Playful sandbox
New!
Step2 Kangaroo Climber – $265.00

Crawl-thru tunnel, Dutch door, archway, and unique exterior step-up walls
All activity elements are appropriately sized for toddlers
Weather resistant and easy to clean
Weight limit: 60 lbs. (27.22 kg.)
Minimal adult snap-together assembly required

New!
Step2 Naturally Playful® Lookout Treehouse
- $220.00 delivered

Large, easy-to-climb steps
Durable slide for quick exits
"Shingled" roof for shade
Interior 31" (78.7 cm) tall
Slide length 33" (83.8 cm)
Durable, maintenance-free construction
Adult assembly required
Intended for family and domestic use only
Step2 All-Star Sports Climber - $168.00 delivered

Teaches children to toss, shoot and kick on target at a young age
Built-in score keeper under the basketball hoop allows children to keep score themselves
Rock wall provides a safe and easy challenge for your toddlers
Includes inflatable junior-sized football, basketball and soccer ball
Slide length 35.5" (90.2 cm)
Durable poly construction is built for years of play
Maximum weight limit 60 lbs (27.2 kg)

Adult assembly required
Intended for family and domestic use only

Step2 Naturally Playful® Koala Climber™
- $172.00 delivered

Features a crawl-thru tunnel, archway and unique exterior step-up walls for your toddler to climb on
Natural colors blend wonderfully with traditional residential landscapes
Minimal adult snap-together assembly required
Intended for family and domestic use only
**New!**

**Step2 Panda Climber - $195.00 delivered**

Features crawl-through tunnel, archway, fun slide, and wide protruding stairs that lead up to a large platform.

Large platform level designed with a safe rail enclosing the climber for added safety during playtime.

All activity elements are appropriately sized for toddlers.

Durable poly construction wipes clean easily and lasts for years.

Maximum weight: 100 lbs. (45.4 kg).

Minimal adult assembly required.

Intended for family and domestic use only.

---

**Step2 Deluxe Play & Shade Patio Set™**

- $220 delivered

Table & chair legs feature unique "X" design base to provide superior durability and stability.

For indoor or outdoor use.

Fun, bright colors.

Large 27" x 27" (68.6 x 68.6 cm) tabletop.

Includes removable 60" (152.4 cm) adjustable-height umbrella, one table and four chairs.

Seat height 11" (27.9 cm), maximum chair weight 75 lbs (34kg).

Minimal adult assembly required.
Step2 Naturally Playful® Picnic Table with Umbrella - $150.00 delivered

Large, easy-to-clean tabletop
Tabletop hole holds included durable, 5-foot diameter (152.4 cm) umbrella
Suitable for outdoor or indoor use
Seats up to six children
Minimal adult assembly
Maximum weight 300 lbs. (136.1 kg) total

New!
Step2 Fun-Fold Jr. Picnic Table™ - $105.00 delivered

Multi-colored picnic table is ideal for many activities!
Picnic table folds for easy storage and wipes clean easily
Table top can accommodate an umbrella (not included)
Seats four children comfortably
Maximum weight 200 lbs (90.7 kg)
Minimal adult assembly required
Step2 umbrella 40”

40” diameter
Height adjusts between 32.5” (85.6 cm) and 51.5” (1.31 m)
Colors compliment many sand & water toys
Six resilient support ribs absorb wind to prevent disfiguring
Easy push-up opening and closing by an adult is recommended
Minimal adult assembly required

Compatible with the following Step2 products:

- Play & Shade Patio Set™
- Play & Shade Pool
- Play Up™ Adjustable Sand & Water Table
- Sand & Water Fun Farm
- Shady Oasis Sand & Water Play Table
- Sand & Water Transportation Station
- Tropical Island Resort

New!
Step2 Tropical Island Resort - $137.00 delivered

Send play people down the slide or off the diving board
Spin the water wheel carousel
Pump the geyser to watch the water flow
Elevated height puts play area at toddler arms' reach
Includes 14 piece accessory set
Holds up to 7 gallons (26.5L) of water
Adult assembly required
It is not recommended that this product be left outdoors in cold temperatures
Designed to hold a 40” Umbrella
Step2 Play & Shade Patio Set™ $122.00 delivered

Unique "X" design legs provide superior durability and stability
Perfect for outdoor dining, games, projects and more!
Large 27” x 27” (68.6 x 68.6 cm) tabletop is comfortable for four children (additional Play & Shade Patio Chairs™ available separately)
Includes 40” (101.6 cm) adjustable-height shade umbrella
Contoured chair back and rounded seat provide comfort and support
Fun, bright colors and classic design compliment any patio
Convert to an indoor activity table by removing the umbrella
Includes one table, one umbrella and two chairs
Durable poly construction wipes clean easily and lasts for years
Chair seat height: 11"(27.9 cm), Maximum chair weight: 75 lbs (34 kg)
Minimal adult assembly required

Step2 Play & Shade Patio Chairs™ - $52.50 delivered

Chair legs feature unique "X" design to provide superior durability and stability
Stylish, fun colors
Wipe clean easily
Includes 2 chairs
Maximum weight 75 lbs (34.1 kg) per chair
Seat height 11" (27.9 cm)
Minimum adult assembly required
Step2 New Traditions Table & Chairs Set™
- $105.00 delivered

Unique "X" design legs provide superior durability and stability
27" x 27" (68.6 x 68.6 cm) table & chairs wipe clean easily making clean-up time a breeze
Stylish, fun colors coordinate perfectly with children's bedroom or play room décor
Includes one table & two chairs (chair design may vary)
High quality, durable construction
Maximum weight: 75 lbs (34 kg) per chair
Accessories not included
Minimal adult assembly required

Step2 New Traditions chairs - $52.50 delivered

Chair legs feature unique "X" design to provide superior durability and stability
Stylish, fun colors coordinate perfectly with any décor
Set contains 2 chairs (accessories not included)
Maximum weight: 75 lbs (34.1 kg) per chair
Minimum adult assembly required
Dimensions shown are for one chair - seat height 11" (27.9 cm)
Chair design may vary*
New!

Step2 Sand & Water Fun Farm

Two compartments for both sand and water
- Tractor with two carts runs around perimeter of table and through the middle separating sand and water compartments
- Barn acts as a tunnel and fits on track in multiple places
- Includes farm figurines, tractor, two pull carts, shovel, barn, and funnel (sand not included)
- Raised table helps keep feet dry
- Designed to hold a 40” Umbrella (sold separately)
- Minimal adult assembly required

Step2 Shady Oasis Sand & Water Play Table - $110.00 delivered

- 2 separate sides: one for water, the other for sand
- Raised design keeps feet clean and dry
- 2 molded-in sections function as canals, moats, lakes, harbors, and more
- Includes 3 cups, 1 funnel, 1 waterwheel tower, 1 paddle wheel with holder, and one heavy duty 40” (1.02 m) umbrella (sand not included)
- Holds 40 lbs (18 kg) of sand & 3 gal (11.4 L) of water
- Minimal adult assembly required
Step2 Play up Adjustable Sand & Water Table™
- $119.00 delivered

Sophisticated, fun styling
2 separate sides: one for water, the other for sand
"Grow with me" legs raise unit 4" (10.2 cm)
Includes drain plug, one-piece plastic cover with molded-in roadways and elastic tie-downs, removable 40" (101.6 cm) umbrella, and 7-piece accessory set (sand not included)
Holds 10 lbs (4.5 kg) of sand & 3 gal (11.4 L) of water
Minimal adult assembly required

Step2 WaterWheel Play Table - $65.00 delivered

Two separate sections function as canals, moats or lakes and holds up to 4 gallons
Elevated height puts play area at toddler arms' reach and reduces muddy water "issues"
Accommodates up to three children at once
Includes 1 cup, 2 boats (design and colors may vary), 1 water wheel tower
Minimal adult assembly required
Rated for children with special needs!
Step2 Naturally Playful® Summertime Play Center - $440.00 delivered

- Includes umbrella for shaded play (umbrella color may vary)
- Lid keeps pets (and other critters) out
- Picnic table seats up to four children
- Two additional seats on sandbox sides promote group play
- Holds up to 200 lbs (90.9 kg) of sand (not included)
- Includes 2 shovels and 2 pots
- Minimal adult assembly required

Step2 Naturally Playful® Sand & Water Activity Center - $128.00 delivered

- Wood crafted styling blends with natural landscapes
- Includes 1 umbrella (color may vary), 2 bridges, 2 boats, 2 pots, 1 shovel, and 1 lid with elastic tie-downs
- Holds up to 20 lbs of sand and 2 gallons of water
- Drain plug built in and detachable legs
- Minimal adult assembly required
Step2 Extreme Coaster - $590.00 delivered

- Extreme colors and styling
- Easy-entry car allows for balanced mounting and riding
- Smooth transition track simulates a real roller coaster hill
- Bike helmets not included
- Weight Limit 75 lbs (34.1 kg)
- Patent pending
- Minimal adult assembly required - Check out our Step2 Moms (& Dads) in Motion assembly video to see how this product is assembled
- View video of The Extreme Coaster here

New!
Step2 Dockside Sandbox & Climber
- $320.00 delivered

- Features adorable nautical theme
- 3-in-1 play features including steering wheel, slide, sandbox and play platform combo
- Shade canopy shades little skippers from the sun
- Includes a lid to protect from the elements and environment
- Durable poly construction is built for years of play
- Maximum weight limit 50 lbs (22.7 kg)
- Sandbox holds 75 lbs. of sand (do not use sandbox as pool)

Adult assembly required
Intended for family and domestic use only
New!

Step2 Fort Slide-Away - $245.00 delivered

Features mesh ventilation windows for the kids and sight lines for mom
Tent fabric is durable, weather and tear resistant
Tent floor material keeps kids dry and provides additional protection from ground
Slide length 5 feet
Slide wipes clean easily
Adult assembly required
Intended for family and domestic use only

Step2 Double Play™ Basketball & Football Set™
$103.00 delivered

Back board folds down at molded-in hinge and snaps into place creating football goal and throwing target
Product height adjusts from 67" (170.2 cm) to 91" (231.1) in 6" (15.2 cm) increments
Rim height adjusts from 48" to 72" (121.9 cm to 182.9 cm)
Base holds 6 gallons (22.7 L) of water or 80 lbs. (36.3 K) of sand for stability (sand not included)
Includes basketball, football and field goal tee
Minimal adult assembly required
Step2 Whisper Ride Buggy – blue or pink
$132.00 delivered

34" x 45.5" x 16.5"
Adult steered toddler vehicle
Extra large silent ride tires
Mounted cupholder
Realistic grill

Step2 Naturally Playful Sandbox
- $145.00 delivered

Sandstone color and boulder texture look realistic
Cover protects against weather and pets
Cornerstones provide seating
Holds up to 200lbs of sand
Fully Assembled
Step2 Wagon for Two Plus Blue or green
- $120.00 delivered
  - Easy-latch door opens to two contoured seats and deep leg well with molded-in drain holes
  - Has a long handle for easy pulling that folds under the wagon for easy transport and storage
  - Two safety seat belts included
Minimal adult assembly

Step2 Creative Projects Table - $175.00 delivered
  - Large table surface features molded in trays on either side for markers, crayons and more
  - Sturdy wooden shelf is perfect for additional storage and can be repositioned to accommodate up to two children at a time
  - Designed with large storage compartments on either side of the table for drawing pads, tablets, books supplies and more (not included)
  - Includes two 11 inch stools
  - Features a heavy-duty support rod for additional stability
If you do not see exactly what you want, please send us the link or product information of this required product.

We will give you our quotation, delivered to your home or place of work – everything included.

WE WILL GET IT FOR YOU!

Conspec Limited
dennis@conspeclimited.bm

phone: 441 296 5775
fax: 441 296 5955
mobile: 441 505 4721

www.conspecimports.com

We take the hassle out of importing into Bermuda..... we will get it for you!!!